Cosy cocoon

There’s an app for that

patternsnap.com

Books to add colour to your coffee table

Matisse
by Volkmar Essers
“Colours have their own
distinctive beauty that you
have to preserve,” is the
Henry Matisse philosophy
at the heart of this book.
From rich reds to vibrant
blues, this compact
Taschen, part of the
‘Basic Art’ series, shows
the importance of colour
throughout the artist’s
career.
$30, from fourth-st.com
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The Red Thread:
Nordic Design
by Anne Riis
There’s no doubting the
current Nordic influence
on homewares. Its simple
yet effective design
philosophy is the red
thread metaphorically
running through this book,
connecting a wide range of
Nordic sensibilities accross
food, fashion, lifestyle and,
of course, interior design.
$110, from paperplus.co.nz

Chromaphilia:
The Story of Colour
in Art
by Stella Paul
The secrets of colour are
unlocked using hundreds
of artworks, from cave
drawings to modern,
multimedia pieces. Divided
into chapters by colour,
the book looks at how
colour can be used to
decode different times and
cultures.
$81, from whitcoulls.co.nz

If you’re yearning for yarn this
winter, look no further than
the Knitter’s soft and striking
jumpers in orange, pink and
ivory white. They’re handmade
to order here in New Zealand
but are about to be big overseas,
with a certain celebrity having
made an order. Curl up on the
couch in the next big knit.
theknitter.co

In Pursuit of Venice
A re-imagined 1800s
wallpaper is representing the
New Zealand art scene at
the renowned International
Art Exhibition La Biennale di
Venezia, in Italy. Multimedia
artist Lisa Reihana’s vast work
‘in Pursuit of Venus [infected]’,
is a panoramic video reimagining the French scenic
wallpaper ‘Les Sauvages de la
Mer Pacifique’, that depicted
Captain Cook’s voyages. Can’t
make it to Venice? You can
still explore the full exhibition
with the Lisa Reihana:
Emissaries app, available from
iTunes and Google Play.
nzatvenice.com

Where
architects
live
The Resene Architecture
and Design Film Festival
showcases amazing spaces
from around the world.
Our pick from the lineup is Where Architects
Live, an intimate look into
eight leading architects’
homes, including David
Chipperfield’s and the late
Zaha Hadid’s. The festival
is currently showing in
Christchurch.
rialto.co.nz

Zaha Hadid’s home
features in Where
Architects Live.

gorgeouscreatures.co.nz

Reindeer
skin, $485,
by Gorgeous
Creatures.

Turtleneck,
AU$700, by
the Knitter.

in Pursuit of Venus [infected], 2015-17, Lisa Reihana: Emissaries, Biennale
Arte 2017. Photo: Michael Hall. Image courtesy of New Zealand at Venice.

You can have 60,000 interior design samples in your back pocket, thanks
to the Patternsnap app. Who has time to flick through so many samples?
Instead, take or upload a photo of your favourite fabric and the New
Zealand-developed app will find suggestions based on image-recognition
technology, or simply search via colour and other categories. Access the
full catalogue with a $29 per month subscription fee.

Stay snug this winter
with skins and furs that
look equally at home on
a seat or the floor.

3

home stagers
to know
Catch the eye of prospective home buyers with
these interior design experts.
Kathrine McDonald Design
Individuality is key for Mt Maunganui,
Tauranga-based interior designer
Katherine McDonald, who seeks out
niche and high-quality products from
designers, including New Zealanders
The Earnest Workshop and Tim Webber
Design, as well as Tom Dixon and
Missoni Home from afar. She uses simple
interior tricks to add both space and
intimacy to a home, and adds colours
through artwork. McDonald says storage
space and room flow are real estate gold
that need to be drawn attention to.

kminteriordesign.co.nz
In-House StylE

Small from $299,
medium from
$539 and large
from $799.

With experience in interiors and real
estate, Jasmine Gough and Rebeka
Raiwalui-Mason started In-House
Style when they saw a gap in the
market for beautifully styled homes in
Christchurch. For them, staging is about
finding the finer details in interesting
pieces. Their aesthetic is fresh and
neutral. They work with natural materials
that create a warm and inviting interior,
with the overall aim of minimising stress
and maximising price.

inhousestyle.co.nz

Film and
furniture
If you were distracted by the midcentury modern armchairs in Mad Men
more than the drama, you need to head
to Film and Furniture’s website. It tracks
down where you can buy on-screen
furniture and décor in the real world,
as well as other pieces inspired by the
team’s favourite sets.
filmandfurniture.com

Ombre Pendant Lights
Città’s exciting new Ombre pendants
feature an elegant hand-blown glass or
matte steel shade, contrasted with
a solid oak centre. Available in three
sizes and four colour ways – smoke
grey glass with black, clear glass with
natural oak, white aluminium with
natural oak and black aluminium with
natural oak – their sophisticated style
makes them ideal for intimate dinner
settings, lighting the kitchen island or as
a statement piece over the entrance.
cittadesign.com

Lux & Co
Chris Haturini of Lux & Co, Auckland,
amplifies the positives and personality
in a home to add a special mood,
balance and flow to a space. The interior
designer offers a range of trending styles,
including Nordic and industrial, and
creates these looks with brands such as
Città, BoConcept and Bolt of Cloth. As
an alternative to a full stage, Haturini
offers a partial stage or her home-ready
service: a one-hour consultation on how
to de-clutter, position furniture and style
for maximum impact.

luxandco.co.nz
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